
ONLINE AUCTION ONLY 

VIA    

MAJOR DISTRUBUTOR OF BAKERY 

EQUIPMENT 

(DUE TO TERMINATION OF LEASE) 

724 BOUL. DU CURÉ-BOIVIN 

 BOISBRIAND, QC, J7G 2A7   

CLOSES TUESDAY DECEMBER 5TH, 2023 @ 1:00 P.M 
INSPECTION MONDAY DECEMBER 4TH FROM 8:30 A.M TO 4:00 P.M 

FEATURING 
•PACKFLO.COM vertical form fill seal •BAKERS AID 20 pcs divider #BAD20, Serial #157959•PAVALLIER dough sheeter with 
conveyor• HENNY PENNY (BCS COMBI) convection oven #BCS-10 with rack• HENNY PENNY (BCS COMBI) convection oven 
#BCS-20•UNION PROCESS Svegvari Attritor System #CIRCULATION•TECHNOGEL stainless steel tank (milk cooler) 
#TENOMATURAZAONE300•ROYAL convection oven #RECO-1•36" turning table• 3 roller crushing machine 
21"wide•Marble table on wheels (4" thick marble) •racking uprights & bars• MANEUROP compressor #CMT72-
3HI•Stainless steel cabinet on wheels• PICARD (Genovese) 17" flattener and cutter #LP-372• RONDO dough sheeter with 
conveyor• KNEE MILL milling machine #05204•DOYON rotisserie oven #DBBQ12•DOYON bread slicer (3/4" blades) #SM-
302AA•BERKEL bread slicer #MB12•ARCWELD welder #225A•Stainless steel tables in various sizes• Large quantity of pan 
racks on wheels (assorted sizes) •Large quantity of baking/cooking molds in various sizes• KASCO hand wrapper 
#HFW460•LIVER bread slicer #797G• DOYON convection oven #JA8•US RANGE double convection oven 
#SUME100•DOYON convection oven and proofer #JA0P3•Doughnut cabinet on wheels (15 sections) •FRANCO bread 
slicer #3970 on wheels •PICARD oven #T630IND (dismantled) with 6 tables, glass doors• (13) assorted compressors and 
evaporators •scale on wheels• marble table tops• EMPLEX sealer #MPS6000 on wheels with conveyor• DOYON 
convection oven #JACP10 with proofer •PAVALLIER dough sheeter #250 with conveyor• RATIONAL convection oven with 
base on wheels #CPC102•Stainless steel sinks with faucets & rinsers in various sizes• INTERMEDIATE proofer• FOSTER 
blast freezer #FQCF90•Stainless steel mixer TILT, ESCAN #118.40,80 litres• J.H. DAY COMPANY horizontal mixer (bagel) 
36" interior• TOUNSA dough sheeter with conveyor• Doughnut cabinet on wheels (15 sections) •DOYON bread slicer 
(5/8" blades) #SM-302•FUEGO 36" hot plate/griddle• BLODGETT convection oven on stand #SHO-E•DOYON convection 
oven and proofer on wheels #JA06V• 4 fan evaporator• ERL refrigerated open display unit• SPX milk to ice cream 
transforming machine• VALTECK heat shrink tunnel #MP1478•DAMARK heat shrink tunnel #MAXEPAC•HALLA propane 
fork lift #HLF250 (NO TANK), side shift, 4,000 LBS, 3 sections, 185" max weight with forklift extensions• Stainless steel 
table on wheels with funnel• FRANCE COUPE bread slicer#5041, (1/2" blades) •SPF baguette molder (31" inside) #MAJOR 
with table on wheels• GRIZZLY 17" band saw #G0513X2•RONDO dough sheeter #SFA65S with conveyor• ELECTROLUX 
conveyor•(30) assorted motors• SOTORIVA dough divider #131180, 36 pcs• SWECO flour shaker #LS13S33 on wheels• 
Large quantity of oven racks & oven racks on wheels• HONDA gas bike•(20) shelves approx. 24"x72", 18"x60"•(8) posts 
with wheels•(3)chocolate cutters on wheels• TORO snow blower #1132•GE & WHIRLPOOL refrigerators• JOHNNY VAC 
vacuum cleaner #AS400•CFM vacuum cleaner #03AE916•INTERMEDIATE proofer• bread loader rack on wheels•(150) 
assorted slabs of granite approx. 3"x20", 3"x 32"•AIR TANK compressor 150 PSI• Stainless steel security fence approx. 
86"long x 32"h• (12) assorted safety switch, electrical boxes• DELTA, MARCUS, DEMAG transformers 15-6-4-10-50-10 
KVA• (2) sections of security folding gates approx. 72"w x 100"h•(3) Baking stones approx. 24" x 48"•PLUS  MUCH MORE!!!! 

EVERYTHING MUST BE SOLD! 

M.G. MARTIN AUCTIONS INC. 514-344-4456 WWW.MGMARTIN.COM 



 
 

 
 

 


